In the design and analysis of linear control systems, one often needs to test the system's characteristic equation for roots in the right half of the complex s-plane (RHP). One such method is the Routh test and is of special importance in that it is simple and will indicate the number of RHP roots. With the advent of programmable calculators, recursive algorithms have come into popularity for solving relatively complex problems on calculators with the limited memory available. Presented herein are recursive algorithms developed by the author for performing the Routh test, axis shifting (for root searching), and the mapping: z = (s + l)/(s -1) (for discrete time stability test). With the above recursions, the author has successfully Written a general program which will execute a 20th order polynomial, making the z = (s + l)/(s -1) substitution, axis shift and Routh test, in less than 20 minutes on a hand held calculator. 
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Characteristic Equation
The system characteristic equation is assumed to be in the form aop" + oip n-1 + + a n -ip + a n = 0 where p is either s or z depending on the system under consideration.
Continuous Time Stability Test Via Routh Method
The Routh test is performed on the given s equation by the following Routh Array: The pattern is continued until n + 1 rows have been, computed. A necessary condition for stability is that the o»'s be of the same sign. The sufficient condition is that the coefficients of the first column of the Routh Array be of the same sign, if not, the number of sign changes in the first column corresponds to the number of RHP roots.
The pattern is easily adapted to recursion; suppose one starts with the coefficients as orginally written in the characteristic equation and defines k -ao/oi. The 1st column of the Routh Array can be generated by repeating the steps shown schematically as:
(1)
Execute in this direction.
The resulting string will be:
Oi &i O3 62 0& 63 Oj
The next recursion will give:
61 ci 62 c% 63 C3 .
Since k = ao/oi, ai/bi, ... a sign change in the first column will be indicated by k < 0. This results in a memory efficient, algorithm, executing the Routh test in n + 1 locations:
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A 224 step, merged keystroke, programmable calculator.
Return to 'Display o 0 and repeat loop.
This method will display the 1st column of the Routh Array. A simple summation, the number of times k < 0, will indicate the number of RHP roots.
Axis Shifting
Once the Routh test is available, root searching can be done by shifting the real axis of the complex s-plane and noting the number of RHP roots yielded by the Routh test. From a given ploynomial, a new polynomial reflecting an axis shift (to the left) by an amount d, can be calculated by examining: Discrete Time Stability Test Discrete Time stability requires that the roots of the characteristic equation lie within the unit circle in the complex z-plane. The usual methods for stability tests are too complex and computationally inefficient, as they stand, to be considered for hand calculators. One such method involves mapping the unit zcircle into the left hand s-plane by the z = (s + l)/(s -1) substitution. After a little manipulation, one discovers that this too lends itself to recursive methods, as did the axis shift. Consider: aoz" + ciiz n_1 + a"_iz + oo = 0
Letting z = (s + l)/(s -1) and simplifying:
Which can be rewritten as:
+ .. . a n _!(s -l)»-i)(s + 1) + o"(s -1)»
The following expansions will be greatly simplified if one defines: Oo' = o 0 + fto n a" 01' = Oo + 01 + h"a" az = Oi + 02 + fe n o" o 3 ' = 02 + ffla + h n a"
0"' = 0"_l + &n"O n
The ' sign indicates the new ensembles value (Note, each "old" value is needed only twice per ensemble).
Once these methods are available it is only a matter of ingenuity as to their applications to everyday problems in many fields. ^First column indicates two sign changes.
Sample Problems
S-
-. Two RHP Roots,.UNSTABLE.
